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Thermodynamic Limitations on the Conversion of Radiant Energy into Horl<t'~ 

Robert T. Ross 

Department of Chemistry and Lmvrcnce Radin;t .ion Laboratory~ 

University of Cali~, .. ,,-,1·T.0., .Berkeley$ California 

The fraction of radiant energy incident on an absorber Hhich 

niay appear as t-iork is limited by the radiaH.on ent!.'opy~ and 

entropy ga:!..:.ccd in irreversible transfer fr.om the radiation 

field to an ;:;.bso:.:>be;:-. T.1:-revcrslbil5.ty may result from direc-

tionality of the. radiation field, and some irr.evers.i.bility is 

necessary to cau:se a net floH of oner·gy from a radiation absorber 

into work or free energy storage. Impedance in the conversion 

apparatus may further limit the efficiency. Maximization of 

p01·rcr storage under these constra:tntn is discussed, and. the 

general arguments are then applied to photoelcctrica.l and photo-

chemical systems; in these systems non-resonant decay of the 

excited state represents a major source of inefficiency, which 

may be minimized by appropriate choices for the Bol:tzmann tern-

perature and optical density of the absorber. The relationships 

are developed for narrow band al:i3orption~ but application to 

broad band.photochemical syst0mr:: is discussed. 

~':This Horl-:: was supported., in part, by the u. S .• Atomic Encrzy Commission. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In the past fey·; years interest has intensified in biological photo-

synthesis~ and in photochemical and pbotoelectrical devices for the con-

version of solar energy into HOl'k. This intex'est has stimulated 

theoretical derivationsL,2 of the fraction of monochromatic radiation 

energy "\.;hich may appear as Hork ~ or the thcrmodynu.m:tc Hork equivalent" 

which is the HeJ.mholt}~ free energy, A = E-TS. 

. Related derivations have considered the conversion of heat into 

" light/' and thermodynamic limitations on the performance of a polarizer. 4 

In ·theory developed specifically for.p-n junction photovoltaic cells, 

Shockley and Queissar5 have considered a number of the additional efficiency 

limitations treated more generally in this paper. 

The-transformation of light energy into work may be divided into 

two stages: (1) interaction of an absorber 'lftith the radiation field~ and 
' . 

( 2) the conver~>ion of net absorbed· energy into '-iOrk (see Fig. 1). · Any 

operation performed on the absorbed energy before -its appearance as 1tork' 

or its storage as free energy~ ir~e consider to occur in an engine. Such 

an engine might be of the conventional piston variety, or the engine may 

be present more abstractly as, e.g., a pair of thermocouple junctions 

Hith tdres connecting them to a locus of electr-ical work, or even a 

sequence of chemicCJ.l ·reactions. leading to a stable~ en ergot ic product. 

The fr'action of net absorbed energy Hhich may appear as Hork is 

restricted by th<:! Carnot limitation .of classical t!lermodynamics: 1 - T1 /TH, 

where TH- is the temperature of the absorber, ;;md T 1 is the amb:i.ent 

temperature. The Carnot cfficien~y is frequently described as a restric-

tion on the engine; this is a convenient and meaningful terminology for 
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. conventional engines•: but it has at. timelJ given the. false impr>ession that 

'the Garnet :t!aetol- may be c!l'Cum~~n1;ed by using ·appax-atus which does not 
. .. ·,, l .. ' • 

employ macro.acop.ic heat re~servqtri~·. Actually 1. the. term (l .. Tt/Trr) 

represents ' :1~!:; the fraction of free energy in an energy increment at 
. • ~ , r . . ·•,-.; 

TH' relat.tve to a standard s_tate at TL •. rhe heat engine formalism is 
. . 

simply a·convenient manner of rep:vesenting the ent~py associated with 
•• 1' • 

net absorbed energy. 

The term absorber mu$t.-be defined rather carefully 1f our discussion 
~ . ~'. ; . .'•/'ft··, I •' ,. 

is to apply to all light capturing systems a An absorber-. is an a'sscmbly 
. .. . I . ,·· : 

of statee 1 within an absorbing m~ter~i. which interact directly with a 
' . . . 

radiation field, and which are characterized by a common temperature 

regardleu of the nature of th~ radiation field~ ·Thus the absorber may 

constitu_te .the whole of the absorbing material• or it may constitute as 

.little as a single degree of freedom. 

The next section of this paper shows how the interactl9n of the 

. radiat!on t*ield with the absor>ber limits ;·_'the maximum- possible TH• 
( :., . . . 

. Section III eona!ders the irrevereibilfty ·necessary for n~t absorption 

of energy 1 and show" how ~ower atoragemay be maxlmbed by an.appropriate 

choic~ of TH• The steady-state effect of impedance is treated·briefly in 

·Section IV. 

In .Section V we conmider $Ome add!tio~al features present in photo

chemical and photoelectrical systems • and consider .. the effect of absorber 

optical density on optimum •fficiency, 

Section VI extends the narrow bandtr>eatlnent.to.tl)e broad band 

· · absorption situation of photochemical and photoelectrica~ devi~es. 

' ... 



II~ ABSORBER TEMPERATURE 

Material located in the cavity of a blackbody ~ill equilibrate at 

the temperature of this blackbody.. Similarly• an· absorbei' illuminated 

by a blackbody wUl• if not cooled by interactions with:<>ther surroundingst 

reach the temperatul"e of the blackbody. 

The radiation f'lux emitted l>y a blackbody of temperature T is6 

' (l) 

photons per unit solid ansle. per unit bandwidth, per:un!t, area.·per 

unit time, Convenient units for this specific intens!tl are 

This equation may be rearranged ~o describe thE! temperature of a 

blackbody in terms of the specific intensity of the radiation which it 

emits:·· 
·' .. 

(2) 

tqu.~ttion (2) will al$0 defin.e the temperature of an absorber lllumi• . . 
nated _solely by a .blackbody, and not coupled to any .other sy_st,em~ 

Now supp~se that a very narrow b~dpasa tilte~ is placed between 

. the blackbody aoul'ce and the _absorber• so that tl)e frequency nnd specific 
' . . 

intensity.are effeotivelyconstant across the.pass band. If the absorber 
' ,,. ' . . 

is senaitiv&-{1.e •• has non-zero absorptanoe) only for radiation within 
. ·, . ' _....._. ' . 

the band passed by the f!ltor. thfm it will be unaffected by the elimina-
1 . 

tion of other frequencies. and ita tenipel'ature will continue to be defined 

by (2). 

Such a narrow band• essentially monochromatic, absorber. will be 

unable to distinguish, between radiation produc,d by a blackbody and 

radiation produced· by any unpolarized source whiob has the same specific 

intensity at the absorption frequency of the absorber. Consequently, 
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equC:~.tiori (2) dei'lneeth~ ll;pmperature ·of radiation trom any source as a 
. . . . . . . . . . 

. . . ~ 

·. :·f'und:.ton of fre.queney~ .· 
·..' ·, .·· 

' ' 

. ·: A ;monochromatic absorber .will be raised to the temperature specified 

by ( 2 ), only if the absorber !'~ sensi t iva exclusively· to radiation in the 

direction .of th~ source. 
', .·, 

AB s~on from. the absorber, .most high tempera,.; 

ture sources are highly dlreot!onal 1 so that the absorber.must be quite 
. . \ . . ' 

,dir.ectionai lf it is to ~ttaln the temperature of the source. 

An absorber may be intrinsically directional, perhaps because it 

e.onslsts of an ordered array, or .it may b.e made effectively directional 

through optical magnification of·the source• as with the parabolic mirrors 

·used in solar furnaces. Dut most absorbers are not highly directional. 

· An absorber will average the incident intensities over all the 

directions in wh~ch .it' ls' 'sensitive to radiation. and the temperature of 

the absorber .will b~ determined from (,2) ··with an average specific intensity. 
' '• . ' 

If an. absorber is spherically symmetric with respect to its interaction 

with a. radiation .field,· then the effective intensity is reduced to 

Iy (eff) = frv d0/4w. 

For lower absorption symmetries, one must consider in detail the 

.steady ... state relationship between' an- absorber and a radiation field of· 

intensity distribution I(v 11 Sl)~ ·~·~S~e that the absorber has a probabillty 
' ' ', , ' I' . . ~, '· . . 

of emitting or absorbing light .. w~ioh is dependent on anglo, ?(0) 1 and 

define the effect.!ve ·radiation·· temperature, 'TR•· .a.s the temperature of, an . 
• '":' ¥, ...... ,, . '-~·. ' . . . ,,. .,. -·~ . - ... , :·· . . 

-absorber which interacts exclusively with the radiation field. 

By requiring equality bot.:ween the . inte~sity emitted and the intensity 

absorbed 1 TR is defiried in the integral equation 

(2v2/e2) (exp(hv/kT) .. 1r·1 {P<o> do • [ICv;O) P(n) dO (3) 
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If the radiation as seen by the abso~.her falls' in a ran~· .. of solid 

_angle in which the variation of .P(~) from p. (0~).1~ small, thent.he 

right-hand side of (3 ). simplifi'~s ·to.: 
' : ' . i. 

P(0
0 

> [r'<v ,n> (dn (4) 
. . ' . 

As most rad:tation sout'Ces subtend a small solid angle, and most absorbers 

ar~·not sharply directional, (4) .1-~illhold'in most cas~s;.it holds" exactly 

for unidirectional light and for non-directional absorbers • 
.. . 

"We tlay relate the effective intensity of radiation (relativ~ to a 

given absorber) to the radiation temperature by a modification of (2): 

(2'). 

By solving (3) with (4) for 1'R• .we find .the effectiv~ radiation 

intensity to be. 

: .. : ;· ;;_· 

-~ . ~ .... 't ... .;.. ·: ,, •. 

'<I• .. 
: .J. • • • ·.... • • ,: •• -~.:- ; • 

······;·, .. :; 
0 C• o :. : ·,:,.· 

~-·<·· ---~~·. . l. 

'•' 

The tem:peratu:re ,varlee: as 't;he log·ai'ithm of intensity~ !>o only 

sharply directional absorbers can have an effectiveradlation tempera-

ture t-thich ls significantly gi'eater· than that for non ... diroctional 

absorbers. 

Tt!e ~ad5ft!on t~mperliiture is a steeper. function of intensity at 

lower ,.·.frequencies. Consequently, redtiotiot:l of· the effective intensity, 

· such as. by dllut ion over solid angle, causes the most· variation in .· 

radiation temperature at lowei' frequencies. Consider an absorber which 
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'· ls sen.sitive ov~r a· range o.f'· directions which' is D times the solid angle 

• I ' ' 

· subtended by a blaakhody soux-ee -of temperature Ts• ~i.e., D " !v(T'S)/I~ (eff) •.. 

Dy substitution of (l) into (2') we find that 

•l'' TR ::~ (k/hv). ln {D[exp(hv/kTs)·l]+l) (6) 
' ' ' 

For hv/kT8 greater than 3, this ~implifies to 

rR1 ~ (k/h~> 1n n + Ts1 ' (7) 

Fig.;_ 2 shows TR as a function ·of frequency for a source temperature 

of 6000° l< and a reduction of intensity by 105.; this· corres,ponds t.o the: 

effective radiation temperature of the sun as seen by a non-directional 

absorber on E~rth, 7 uncorrected for.' atmospheric absorption. 

The appearance of absorbed. energy as woto!< !s limi~ed ;'!>Y the Carnot 

factor, 1 • TL/T • where TL is the ambient temperature. Fig. 3 plots 
. R 

. : . ' 

this eff.iclency as a function of wavelength for TL =, 300° K co.nversiori 

of energy from a narl'-Ow band absorber illuminated by a 60009 blackbody 

source. Curves are shown- for an absorber which sees the full blackbody 

intensity, the 105 reduction of intensity cha~acteristic of unfocused 

solar radiation on E;arth.- and a 1olO reduction. 

The Carnot limitation may be applied.to·a,b!'OaGt .. b?-iid of frequencies 

bY, averaging TRl (.v), weighted by the frequency distribution_ of ineident 

energy., To atta!~ this ef~iaiency fox- art .U.bitrary distribution ofTR 
. . I . . 

over frequencyi it appears that a conversion system~would have to be 
' ' 

composed of -a large number of sub-systems, each of which was ·designed 

to optimize the conversion of a narrow band of frequencies •.. This is 
. ' 

tcchnica).ly difficult, and any real conversi?n apparatus haG no more 

than a. few such sub-systems. Understanding this sub-structure of a 

proad hand absorber may per-mit a limit on the efficiency_which is signi

ficantly ·below the band averaged Carnot limit (s~e Sec. VI). 

,. 
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. III; • RERADIATION': LOSSES 

' 'I Until now ~a have ignot'ed a major c~nsequenee•of the faot that an 

·absorber at TR emits (as res.onant fluoresoenc~ a ?hoton flu:.< equal to the 

flux absorbed: En~rgy may be withdrawn for doin,~ work (or free enet'gy 

. storage) at only .an infinitesimal·: rate.· if ·the absorber is to remain at 

If energy reradiated by the absorber is not considered• and if there 

areno otherenergy leaks. then the Carnot limit_of 1 • 'l'L/TR can apply. 

~hen there are lossee. from the absorber, however 1 then total effi-

. ciency is limited by the product of a Carnot efficiency• and the fraction 

of the absorbed quanta which are used for work or free en~rgy storage: 
. ' . . . ' 

fl 111 (1 - TL/TH)(l - Iout/Iin) t ' (8) 

where Iin is the input intensity, lout is the loss intensity, and_TH is 

the absorber temperature. 

When losses are present, tho conditions for optimal efficienc!y may 

be fourid by determining the dependence of 'rout on TH;.and setting the 

differential of (8) to zero• 

.The efficiency of most praot'ieal interest is. the ratio of power 

. storage to incident energy flux; in this·. case I1n is the inoldent 

.intensity• and, Iout includes losses f!'om refleetion\·/transmlssion, 

· absorber emission* and any energy leaks from the absorber~ We will not 

. consider reflection~ transmission is considered f()r photochemical ~ys-

tems in Section v •. 
·i'.i/ 

' If the absorber is a leak•free.d.d-eal.'(:n~~w band)blackbod)'• so 
' t ' 

that the only .loss· is. the reradiation, then: 

Iout/Irn = {eR - l)/(eH ... l) 

where R a hv/kTR and H = hv/k'l'H· ·· 

(9) 

'1 :. ~· 
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>. • . 
For wavelengths "- .ku, the ones b ( ~: ') may be neglected except under 

conditions of extra.o:r-d!::1at'ily h.tgh l.i.6ht intensit~i; we shFlll neglect 
I 

them from now on, so that the efficiency :becomes 

(10) 

\-There L = hv /kT L. 
., 

The condit:i.on ori the abro:l:"ber 'temp~r.ature for opt-imal power storage 

1G that 

H = .R + ln .X 
~~pt 

(11) 

X 111 1 + L ~ Hopt (l2a) 

= 1 + L.-R - ln[l + L-R -.ln(l + L-R• ••• )) '·: I> (l?.b) 

... 
The resulting optimum> efficiency is·; .. 

n D {1 - (R + lnX)/L} (l - 1/X) (13) ' 

The t'ixpressl.;:)n within the hr~·<:!'!<ets is the Carnot terme and 1/X represents 
... ! 

the fraction of quanta reradiated under optimum conditions.-
. . 

.. As was true of decreased efficiency due to r.educed incident intensity, 

the losses due to the pr-asence o.f reracUation are l~rz_est a:t the long 

'~>1avelength end of the spectrUI!I~ f'i!}e ~ demonstrates the eff~ct of 

· reradiatioT'.\ ;as E\ function of .,..ravell'!ngth f~r a narrow hand absorbl')r illumi

n<tted by a 6000° p+ack~dy stm ·(i.e. • blackbody intensity !'educed, by 105 ). . . 
~ ' : 

The difference. bettreen the highest and middle cu:MTE:S represents the decrease 

in C.nrnot efficiency: necessary for maximum .power storage~ the gap between 
. ; . '.· \ . . 

the middle and 'lo,.;-eot curves shows the loss .,d~~ to actual :reradiation. , . 'i' a 

If. Tjj is. not maintained.at OI' n~ar. the optimal va~ua, then the effi

ciency may be markedly lower than the maximum sat· by (13) .(see, . e.g. , Fig. 6) •. 
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IV~: INTERN'AL~ I.MPEDANCE LOSSES 

·Ariy real transfer of energy from on!! place to another encounters 
. . 

some:reslstance,or impedance, to the transfer~ Similarly, an apparatus, 
. . -

or engine • which transfers absorber. energy 1;o ·a loeus of free energy · 

. storage must have some impedance. ··Work must be expended to eause ·a flow 
' . 

through this impedance. and the. Work ·used reduces the amount of work 

available for storage. · 

As a re!:lUl't of this power diesipatione the maximum efficiency for 

conversion. of radiant· energy into>work becomes 

• (l~) 

't>rhere W represents the ·aver.age work required to move the energetic 
. I 

products of one photon ~hrough the engine. 

W will be a function of the energy flow from the absorber into the 
' v 

engine: W • W(Ieng>• where Ieng • Iin • lout• The form of· this function 

will depend on the system which it describes., but it cannot be negative. 

If the function has continuous derivatives, then it may be expanded in 

a Maclaurin aeriest 

w· ~t w0 + w1 Ienm + w..; (I )2 + •• 
ill> ·~· eng 

(15) 

If w0 'is zero, then W equals w1Ieng in the limit of small flux. 

This linear relationship between flux and .. thermodynamio potential dif:

fcrence holds with g6od accuracy fo~ many transfe~ p~oc:esses which operate 

at the molecular level' a familiar example is Ohm's law for electrical 

conduction. Diffusion and heat conduction a~e also typically linear.a 

The notable exception to linearity occurs in chemical l'eactions, in 

which the rate has an inverse hypernolic dependence on the potential drop • 
.. , 

Because of this dependence• chemical reactions are sure to be.linear only 

for W << kT. If a chemical reaetion may be considered as a sum of several 
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elementa;ry reactions, then th'e. condition fo~ linea±oity is l"'elaxed to 

require only that the fl"ee enel"gy change across eaoh o'f the partial 

reactions be small with respect to thermal energies. 9 This may be the 

case in bioiogical systems •. 

~n· linear systems equation (15) becomes,: 

n u Ci ... H/L)(l - eR""H) .. f(l - eR""H)2 
• • 

where f = r 1nw1/hv. H may be adjusted foi' maximumpowel" storage~ 

'rht:t' dependence of power stored on light. inten.sity under optimal 
. . 

(16) 

conditions i~ shown in Figure 5. The curve·with impedan~e is for f a 10 

at intensity r 0• At intensities where f is very small, the effect of the 

resistance is negligible. Fo,r large f (e.g. • ·high light intensi~ies) the 

impedance places a ceiling on the power stored of.:. ; 

• (17) 

which is shown as a dotted line on the figure •. 

The parameters used for this figure are equi.'lralent:{to. 300° K conversion 

of l \.1 radiation which at I 0 has. the effectivt't intensity of an unfocused 

6000° blackbody sun on r.arth. The assumption of a relatively long wave

len!)th serves to accentuate' the slopes of the :assymptot,lc curves, but the 

shape o·f the power curve is not strongly dependent on the parameters used. 

. I 



V. PHOTOCHEMICAL ~YSTEMS 

We define an energy conversion system to be photochemical if the 

absorber .. consists of a restricted number of. degrees of freedom within 

:the spatial bounds of the absorbing mater!~. · Any radiation conversion . 

. system. "rhich does riot employ heat reservoirs in the. usual .macroscopic 

sense flts this definition. so that . photoelectr!cal devices, as well 

as conventional photochemicalst are considered to.be photochemical. 

The temperature of the absorber, TH•. is represented .bY the relative 

populations of the ground and excited states resonant·with the radiation. 

A characteristic feature of. photochemical systems is the transfer 

of energy from the degree(s) of freedom resonant .with the J;"adiation to 

a degree of freedom which d~es not interact significantly- with radiation 

and otherwise equilibrates with the surroundings only slowly. This transfer 

may be partiall~ or wholly by processeg such as ionization, molecular 

rearrang.ement 0 chemical rea~::t·io'l'\, :.intersystem crossing to another. spin 
I. ' • • 0 ~ 

state; migration of the e)(c:itatlon to a p~y_dcally distinct "trapu species,, 

or ts$.mply relax.ation. within an excited electronic state to a sub-state 
. . . 

. 'fn•hich has relatively less ove.rlap with the ground state. · 
. ~ 

The total transf~I' pl'Ocess may frequEmtly be described. as. inv;olving 

several such steps• eaeh of which has a progressively slower interaction 
• ' • j 

with the .surroundingss . e.g. 0 vibrational ~elaxatlon·, inter:system crossing 

to a triplet ;S.~·\ll~:Ot ·then, chemical reaotio!l• . 
• . ~ . ' ; .: '. ) ) ·~. ·... i ' ~- .• ·: ' 

The final.~pous of free energy st6rage !s ~sually in reactable chemi• 

cals~ tnergy .stored from a photovoltaio cel.l. is likely to be in a battery ,. 
. . . . . . . ' ' ' 

.of eleetrochem!oal cells; photosynthesis leads indirectly to fire"~• 

This ~torage may be viewed as a metastable excitation of the degree of 

.. 

v 
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freedom represented by a chemical reaction coordinate. 

By definition, energy transfer to non-useful degrees of' freedom 

(e.g., vib:r-ational) represents a heat leak which is unique to ,photo

chemicilt systems. This transfer may be c~pletely non-radiative •. o:r- it 

may involve a combination of radiative and non•radiative processes. 

The rate of these losses is usually directly proportional to the 

excited state population. and thus a constant proportion of the radiative 

loss at the absorption frequency (the resonant fluorescence). The total 
' 

rate of non~resonant loss may thus be r~presented as an absorber relaxa-

tion coefficient, t~ times the rate of resonant fluorescence. 

If I out in ( 8) is multiplied by ( ~ + 1) • tlt is is mathematically 

equivalent to reduction of the input intensity by the same factor. Con

sequently• the effect of absorber relaxation ·on optimal'TH and efficiency 

is precisely that.of an external reduction in the effective thermodynamic· 

intensity. · Equations· (6) and (7) hold. w_ith (~ + ~) m\lltiplying D, and 

Figure 3 demonstrates the effect of absorber relaxation on efficiency 

as a fun~t ion of wavelength. . The efficiency continues to be specified by · 

(lO) and (13), providing that 

Re; f R + ln(( + 1) (lS) 

is substituted for. R in {10) through (13 ). The fraction• l/X. repre-. . . ~ 

. .· . 

senting4oss from the absorber now ·includes losses from non-resonant decay. 
'· 

This non-resonant absorber relaxation !s caused by a coupling between 
I. 

the .absorbing degrees of freedom and their surl'!wndings. If. a constant 

temperature is maintained thr('ugh.out the absorber--which is required by 

our definition of a ~ingle absorber .. ·then the rate of absorber heat leak 

due to non•r.esonant relaxation increases when more absorbing sites (degrees·· 

of freedom) are added to an absorber. 

.. 
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This introduces a question as to the''·,optimum number. of absorbing sites 

for maximum power ·storage., !f the nunif.lel' of sites is quite large, then 

virtually.all incident radia:tion may be' absorbed; but the non-resonant 

Olobses will be relatively high. · If the number of sit-es is ~all, then 
'\ . ' 

non-resonant losses ar~ small., but a significant fraction of the incident. 

radiation will pass through the absorber.·. When the number. of· absorbing 

sites• OI'-•equivalently ... -the optical density; is controllable, then (8) 

may be optimized· .with respect to this variable alao. 

Contd.dcr unidir·ectional irradiation normal to a planar··l!1bsorber 

which is made up of. an ensemble of absorption sites. each of which' has 

a site relaxation coefficient defined analogou~ly to. ·~ •.. If different 
. . ... . . .. 

. . - .. ' ' . ' ' 

site!'l have different relaxation coefficients 1 then 'the accuracy of our 
; 

treatment requires that the mean sit~ relaxation coeffici.ent, a, be 

essentially eonstant.when averaged over the me"n fr~e path of a photon 

~aving the absorption frequency. 

The fraction of light passing completely through the absorber is . 

~ .. s·~ .~.r})erc s is the th1cknes~ of the absorber 'in units of the photon mean 

·fr.-ea path. 

The fraction of incident intensity,. Iin~ lost due to .resonant 
. . . 

radiative decay is ·;.,'-f(l~t)eR""H• ·where R is de'fined .for a sp}olerical 
. ' . . . 

absorber• and ln± ' ' correctl!l this to the. flat plat~ value. The rnean 

transparency averaged ovel:" soli~ angle, t, is the order of e·5/S for 

large Sl this correction is so small that we sball neglect it. 

Assuming ·that any directionality in the absorption of lndhddual 

sites is eliminated by averaging, the fraetion of tin lost by non-resonant , 

absox-ber relaxation is o.seR-H. 

,., 
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Substi tut lng these expr~~sions lnto ( 8) • we find that 
, I 

n = (1 ... H/L){l- e;;;8 - (aS+ l/2)eR-H}. 
I 

Differentiating with respect to s, we find that for maximum 

effid.ency, 

s0 t = H - R - lna • 
' p 

Substituting this into (19) 1 the efficiency becomes 

. 1'1 IIi (1 - H/L) {l .- (aSopt + a ~ l/2)eR-H} • 

(19)_ 

' ' (20) 

(21) ' 

Ey com?~ricon ~dtn (10) and (lB), we note that this expression is that· 

of an absorber with 

~ +·1 = asopt +a+ l/2 
·' 

Accordingly, from (ll), (18), and (22) we have that ~ 

Hopt : R + l.n(aSopt + a+ l/2) + ln X • 
'. 

By comblni:ng (20) and (23)~ ·and recalling (l2a)• one obtains· a 

convenient set of coupled equations for maximum power storage: 

H = R + S + lna 

X = 1 + L H 

s = ln X + ln(l + S + l/2a)' · :• 

(:22) 

(23) 

(2'+a) 

(2'+b) 

(2'+c) 

-If a, It, and L are known, then H, X, _and S for maximum ·!efficiency may be 

determined accurately by a few cyclic iteratione of (2'+). 
.. 

!1aintaining TH at the optimum in photoahemi~al systems corresponds 

' to keeping the relative population of the excited state(s) at a proper 

value. Raising the p~pultrHon above this level results in increased 

losses .from absorb.er relaxation. If the population of the excited state 

is below the optimum value• then the free energy gain ln the energy storage 

process is less than optimal. 
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l 

TH is controlled by the eum of th~ thermodynanlie potential at. the 

locus of free energy sto-rage and the potential drop acroas any impedance. 

Figure 6 plots. the efficiency as a function of the ~torage potentia.l,/:l!A., for 

no impedance and also for a linear impedance with f = 0.3. The curves 

shown are for parametcro equivalent to 300° K eonveraion of 1 ~.radiation 

.from a 6000° source with dilutlon by 108 •· For radiation of higher intensity 

and/or shorter wavelength, the impedance free curve would peak even more 

closely to ·the right edge. 

For photovoltaic devices Figure 6 represents power delivered as a 

function of load voltage, without .and with an internal resistance. 

During the course of a typical photochemical reaction, the .. thermo-

dynamic activities of the reactants will Vf.t:!'Ys altering the f.ree energy 
.l . 

of reaction. Usually.the reaction starts at equilibrium and progresses 

to "'· photostationary state. by ·depleting the supply of reactants and 

increasing the concentration of products. This is equivalent to moving 

along Figure 6 from the left to the t-ight edge. The mapping of time onto 

the horizontal axis of the figure will depend on the reaction considered. 

A significant free energy of reaction builds up. rather readily, $0 that 

motion a .. ray from the left edge will be relatively rapid.. The rate of 
; 

approach to. the right-hand edge ,<fill be Blow, and as,symptotic to. zero, 

as the quantum yield goes to zero •. 

The inefficiencies we have discussed do not include any effects due 

to a finite rate of transfer from an excited state, from which losses 

occur, to more stable species further along the storage pathway. ,Attain-

rnent o~ good efficiency requires that the gx>otis forward ±'~t~ of any 

transfer step be very much faater than the rate of energy leakage from 

. .j. 
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the state preceding the step.· ThEt intrinsic quantum yield for a transfer 

is kt/ (kt + kl) 1 where kt is the for'l!Tard transfer rate t and kl is the 

lqss rat~. This eff~;:ct is independent of tho .thermodynamic 'losses di~-

cussed, and is quite significant in many photochemical and photoeleotrical 
' 

systems.lO . 

' ' 

' .. 

. ·• 
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VI •. · . ·BROAD BAND A.BSORPT!ON 
. ' 

Few radiant energy sources are anywhere near being monochromatic, 

'·. making it necessary for practical energy converters to ut.ilbe rad'iation 
A w 

:'ln a broad band of frequ·encies. Many ph'otochemical and photoelectrical 
f. 

systems have an appropriately broad absorption band, extending above 

some threshold excitation energy, hv 0• Excitation_ energies in· e~cess 

of this ~inimum aro usually quickly dissipated as heat. and hence of 

no use for. energy storage, .so that the effective photon energy is hv0 •. 

(The problem of an optimum threshold·energy for maximum energy storage 

has been considered elsewhere.ll The wavelength and intensity dependence 

<?f the eff ieiencies discussed. in this paper. should be considered in such 

an optimization.)· 
.' ~ .' J' ' 

The relaxation within the ex¢ited state may increase the population 

of the lower sub-states markedly, increasing the .effective absorber 

temperature. This decrease in entropy represents a.fractional saving 

of the energy lost by relaxation from more energefic levels •. 
'·, !. ly .~ . 

A broad excited electronic state .. •giving l:?road ~arid absorption--
\ ' :; ' 

is frequently associated .with a broad ground electronic state. Such 
I . 

a broad ground state gives rise to significant absorber relaxation by 

non-resonant fluorescence, which lowers. the effective absorber tem~ 

perature •. 

If one has little or no.experimental information on a system.of 

interest, then this -fluorescence may be lumped into the site relaxa

tion coefficient, and the monochromatic a~sorber fomalism may be 

retained. 

Assuming that equilibrium within the excited hand is much more 
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rapid than the los.s· prooes~es 1 , then reradiation is predominantly from. 

· the bottom of the band. If it is assumed that tl?e sub .. levels of the 

, ex.cit~d state are populated according to a thermal distribution for 

a temperature Tpt then an effective TR may be calcUlated by requiring 

' 
equal numbers of absorbed and emitted photons. For a thennal distri-

bution obeying Boltzmann statistics in a .. broad band·, T~ is generally 

about the same as if all.the lntensity.were incident in a band of 

width kTp on a narrow band absorber operating at v0• 

If the data are a~ailable, a mot'e straightforward approaoh is 

to use the absorption sp'ectrum and fluorescence lifetime to calc'ulate 
. ' 

an absorber temperature direc-t;ly: .. ' . 

The rate of excitation into the excited state is 

P Ji(v)A(v)dv, '·. (25) 

where P is the ground Atate population • ! is the incident light 

intensity (in· units such as quanta/cm2 sec per unit band width),· and 

A is the absorption crosa section.· The rate of decay of the excited 

state is simply 

(26) 

where P* is the excited atate population. and t ia. the fluorescence 

lifetime. :By equating ·~hese twc:> rates • we ·may determine P/P*. 
···~ 

The free energy increment per. photon at the absorber is · 

(27) 

where Q and Q* are the pat'tition .functions of the ground and 'excited 

. states., For atomic and most molecular systems. Qfr/Q is given accurately 
; , . I 

by the ratio of the spin multipliclties.l2 

The thermodynamic potential at the absorber in the absence of 

... 1 
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energy storage may be defined as .. 

bVO (1 .. TL/TM)•. 

whe~e TM is the maximum abaorber temperature. 

Equating (27) and (2S)• we find that 

M = ln(PQ*/P*Q), . 

,. 
(28) 

(29) 

where M = hv0/kTM, and whoen the population ratio is measured· in the · 

absence of ,energy· stor~ge. 

By using (P/PI':) from (25) and (26),'we find that 

H = - ln[(Q/Q*.h {i(v)A(v) dv], 

·where t is measured in the absence of energy storage. 

As M contains many of the effects of site rel~ai:io):l internally, 

tl1e equations for the optical. density problem must .be modified slightly. 

If it is assumed that fluorescence emitted by one site cannot be used 

-·by another, then the basic efficiency rE:lation is 

l1 = (l .. H/L} {l - e-S - ScH-HJ (19 t) 

Dy steps. analogous to equations (20) through. (23), it is easily deter-

mined that for maximum. power storage: 

S = ln(l ~ S) + ln X • (2l+c') 

·,·' 

'· 

. " 

'•' 

'"" 
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VII• CONCLUSIONS 

There are several t=:ources of inefficiency in the transformation 

of light into \-tork which may be ·considered in thennodynamio terms: 

(l)·directionalradiation incident on a non-directional absorber; 

· (2) irreversibility necessary to get .n directional flow of energy 

~nto work or free energy storage; (3) internal resistance loSses; 

and (4) energy. leaks from the absorber. 

Efficienqy; 'as defined by the. amount of power stored, is most 
·I·'·: 

significantly nffec~ed by control of the thermodynamic potential at 

the loc\.l,s of free.energy storage; indirectly• this means.control of 
.... · 
the absorber temperature. '!'he latitude in this control for go<?d 

· efficlenc;y~dn a photochemical system is indicated in Fig. 6. 

As shown in Fig. 3, absorber directionality and absorber relaxa• 

tion rate must change by at least an order of magnitude to significantly. 

affec;t the thermodynamically limited maximum efficiency. The loss due 

to absorber relaxation in ... a· given chemical system may be minimized by 

an appropriate choice of optical density for the absorber. 

Internal resistance losses may be reduced by :r:oemoving some of 

the resistance. but the significance of such a reduction depends on 

the degree of saturation (see Fig. 5). 

An understanding of these sources of inefficiency may be useful 

in the design of radiation converters, .such as in efforts to devise ·a 

simple photochemical .system for the effective capture of solar energy. 

'r'he prodess may· also b~ reversed: Information can be obtained 

about a radiation conversion system by studying its efficiency, or 

· · paramet~rs such as chemical potential or fluorescence yield 1 .as a 
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' function of the variables considered in this paper. Biological photo-

synthesis is th9 system which origlnally motivated this work, and we 

hope that an understanding of tpe thermodynamics pf radiation con-

·v~rsion may be particularly useful in this a:r'ea. 
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram for the conversion of radiant energy into work .. · 

Fig. 2. Haximum temperature for a non-directional narrot-r band apsorber 

on Earth illuminated by a·soooo K blackbody sun. 

Fig,. a. Maxirnu."'il efficiency from a narrow band abnorber illuminated by 

ia 6000° blackbody source, with efficiency calculated on the basis 

of net absorbed light intensity. · Curves from t'op for full blackb~y 

intensity; intensity reduced by ioS (solar equivalent); reduction 

by 1o1o. 

Fig. 4. Effect of .>reradiafioh:· on the efficiency from a narrow band 

absorber on Earth illuminated by a 6000° blnckbody sun. 
1 

. . 1 - TL/TR: maxim-um Camet efficiency~ 1 ... TL/TH: Carnot efficiency. 

for ma,dmum po\~er storage; n;, maximum efficiency calculated on the 

basis of incident light intensity:. 

Fig. 5. ~laximum stored power as a function of incident light intensity. 

Upper curve: no impedance; lower curve: f = 10 at I 0• Parameters 

are discussed in Sec. IV. 

· Fig. 6. Dependence of efficiency on the· thermodynamic potential at the 

locus of free energy storage. Upper curve: no impedance; lower 

curve: f = o.a.. Parame1=ers are discussed in Sec. V. 
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